Adopting a role: A performance art in the practice of medicine
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The practice of medicine has evolved a long way from its origin, where healing was practised as an art in ancient Greece. In current healthcare training, the focus is on clinical features and the treatment thereof. The connection to the arts in the practice of medicine has been lost – one of the reasons why students of medicine lose their empathy during their years of training. In this article, I explore the correlations between the art of performance and medicine, with particular focus on the training of students of medicine. The notion is investigated that if medical students learn to adopt a professional role by incorporating certain non-assuming facets of the art of performance into their training, they could learn to step in and out of the role of healthcare practitioner (HCP). This action could assist them not only in reflecting on their practice as HCPs, but could also afford them the opportunity of debriefing, as they are equipped with the tools to view their role as HCPs more objectively. The acquisition of tools to step in and out of the role of HCP, complemented by the process of debriefing through reflection, could afford students of medicine the ability to deal with the emotional labour that training to become a future HCP brings.

In turn, this may empower them to retain the empathy that they inherently possessed when they enrolled as students.

A comparison may be drawn between ‘method’ actors and students of medicine are trained in a way that enables them to reconnect with the art of performance, they could learn to adopt a role and present their patients before the ears and eyes of an audience.

Greek physicians believed in the importance of the role of theatre in the treatment of illness.

The connection between the art of healing and the art of performance, which was formed in ancient Greece, still exists, as also becomes apparent when considering that an operating theatre and a performance theatre are both still referred to as ‘theatres’. However, modern healthcare training focuses predominantly on clinical features and the treatment thereof, which is one of the reasons why students of medicine lose their empathy during their training.

The acquisition of tools to step in and out of the role of a healthcare practitioner (HCP), could equip students of medicine with the ability to reflect on their own thoughts, feelings, inclinations, practice and experience. This could be regarded as a process of debriefing, as it will allow them to reconnect with their ‘inner selves’ outside the scope of their role as HCPs.

By drawing attention to aspects of the art of performance in relation to healthcare training, this article explores the notion that, if students of medicine are trained in a way that enables them to reconnect with the art of performance, they could learn to adopt a role that will equip them with the necessary tools to cope with the emotional labour that their training requires.

Adopting a role

In The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, Goffman investigates the concept of roles that human beings adopt, specifically when they need to adhere to a social structure confined to a building or a space.

Goffman refers to white coats as creating the impression that the manner in which tasks ‘performed’ by persons wearing such coats are standardised, clinical and confidential. Donning a white coat, adding a stethoscope and other features of medical care, could afford students of medicine the possibility of stepping into the role of a HCP while simultaneously stepping away from the self – just as an actor’s costume and make-up assist in transforming them into the character to be portrayed.

Goffman also refers to a ‘setting’, which is a space that includes ‘furniture, décor, physical layout and other background items which supply the scenery and stage props for the spate of human action played out before, within or upon it’. This setting might refer to a set on stage that allows the actor to believe in the world of the drama that is about to unfold, as his visual perception contributes to the belief in his surroundings. Medical students might learn to adapt to the setting in a hospital or consultation room in a similar manner: a setting reminding them that they are surrounded by an environment that offers certain prerequisites for them to take on the role of a HCP.

According to him, a strong connection between healthcare and the art of performance is suggested in the theatrical setting of ward rounds. Students learn to present their patients before the ears and eyes of an audience.

Apart from the performance aspect that Sinclair refers to, the acquisition of medical terminology corresponds to the actor’s internalisation of a stage script. Neither the medical student nor the actor uses their own words. Their inner selves can hide behind medical terminology or script.

The revolutionary director of the Russian stage, Constantin Stanislavski, dealt at length with the notion of the ‘magic if’. The actor must remain authentic by acting ‘as if’ he found himself in the situation that the character is in.

Stanislavski’s ‘system’ – or representational acting – stands in strong contrast to the Strasberg’s ‘method acting’. In Strasberg’s method, the actor immerses his entire being into the character he is portraying. The line between the character and the actor’s psyche becomes intrinsically intertwined until it eventually dissolves and the actor is left in a state of confusion, with little or no connection to their own personal feelings.

A comparison may be drawn between ‘method’ actors and students of medicine.
medicine who lose touch with their inner selves in an attempt to immerse themselves into their medical identities as HCPs.

A strong correlation can also be drawn between Stanislavski’s system and Strasberg’s method and the role that students of medicine could adopt. Instead of immersing themselves into the world of their training, such as a method actor would do, students of medicine could be trained to adopt a role such as explained by Goffman[3] or Stanislavski’s ‘magic if’. In turn, this could afford medical students the possibility of stripping the role when they leave work to return to an area that Goffman[3] refers to as ‘outside’ and Sinclair[4] refers to as the ‘lay world’.

These are areas that bear no connection to any areas or settings where a professional role needs to be adopted.[3,4] In theatrical terms, it could be the space that an actor returns to after having performed a role. These areas could offer the actor or students of medicine the possibility of rehabilitating the self through reflection as a means of debriefing.[5] Here, students of medicine could internalise the experience, incorporating it as part of who they are when they do not need to adopt or portray the role of a HCP. Hence, this could assist them not to become overwhelmed by unresolved emotions so that the emotional labour required to be trained as a future HCP does not become too much to bear, with the loss of empathy as consequence.[3,4]

**Conclusion**
The practice of medicine has evolved from its origin, where healing was practised solely as an art in ancient Greece. Currently, healthcare training focuses predominantly on clinical features and the treatment thereof.

Students of medicine could benefit if they are given the tools to adopt a role as HCP instead of attempting to immerse themselves in the medical identity of a HCP.[3,4] Incorporating some non-assuming facets of the art of performance into the training of medical students could assist them with the ability to step in and out of the role of HCP, which could afford them the opportunity to reflect on their actions to gain new insights into the strengths and weaknesses of their own practices.[5] The process of reflection could be regarded as a strategy to debrief, which could provide them with the tools to deal with the emotional labour that the work demands.[5] This could enable them to retain the empathy they inherently possessed when they enrolled as students of medicine.
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